Title word cross-reference


15919 [188].

3 [317]. 3.0 [471].

5G [488].

65 [645].


[117]. Extra [33]. Extra-Chunk [33]. Extracted [499]. Extracting
Extraction-based [594]. Extractive [689, 75, 205, 291, 142, 354].
Extractor [454]. eXtreme [365]. Extremism [615].

[510]. Farsi [52]. Fast [614, 596, 46]. FastText [538].
Feasibility [396]. Feasible [129]. Feature
[123, 670, 658, 281, 686, 151, 458, 15, 524, 328, 567, 527, 294, 495, 632, 543].
Feature-Attention [524]. Feature-based [658]. Feature-rich [281].
Features [48, 148, 44, 440, 190, 22, 242, 528, 395, 97, 47]. Feed
[499, 256, 554]. Feedback [194]. Few [627, 547]. Few-Shot [627, 547].
Fields [22, 10]. Fields-Based [22]. Filtered [184]. Filtering
Following [271]. Food [667]. Forcing [172]. Form [209, 85]. Forms [266].
Forward [499, 506]. Forward-backward [506]. Four [45, 490]. Four-Tier
Function [498]. Functional [520, 681]. Fusion
[566, 628, 698, 621, 328, 558, 193, 412, 329, 276, 663, 619]. Fuzzy
[445, 620, 391, 21, 437].

Generalities [90]. Generalization [318]. Generalized [86, 47]. Generated
[330]. Generating [389, 53, 239]. Generation
Genetic [540]. Genitive [217]. geoGAT [322]. Geographic [322].
Gestures [693]. GLCM [242]. Global [483, 625, 244]. Glossed [268].
[217, 3, 302, 681, 214, 460]. Grammars [54, 18]. Grammatical [381, 556].
Graph-Augmented [521]. Graph-Based [223, 108, 519, 348, 305].
Graphical [293]. Graphs [410, 18]. Great [269]. Greyscale [301]. Ground
[266, 44, 405]. Gurmukhi [506, 49, 133]. Gurumukhi [665]. Gwab [672].

518, 128, 362, 554, 342, 522]. Multimedia [469, 468]. Multimodal
[360, 696, 628, 532, 683, 305]. Multiple [439, 83, 61, 150, 345, 1].
Multiple-User [83]. Multitask [136]. Multiview [67]. Multiword [63].
Mutual [221, 98, 619]. Mutual-Attention [221]. Myanmar [41, 200, 165].

N [612]. Named [211, 498, 58, 66, 503, 494, 625, 168, 651, 646, 111, 479, 558,
Neighborhood [410]. Nepali [481, 504, 678]. NER [247, 121, 543]. Nested
[403]. NET [195]. Network [445, 598, 439, 610, 153, 324, 289, 185, 333, 288,
607, 136, 458, 553, 697, 558, 242, 555, 441, 79, 291, 147, 500, 295, 495, 459,
251, 508, 354, 493, 409, 375, 382, 663, 225]. Network-based [697].
Networks [226, 615, 603, 505, 499, 221, 617, 618, 246, 125, 576, 224, 595, 369,
195, 359, 20, 32, 198, 522]. NeuMorph [176]. Neural
[226, 278, 234, 377, 598, 594, 176, 658, 487, 483, 155, 153, 636, 505, 499, 378,
324, 698, 185, 175, 221, 394, 184, 333, 177, 88, 288, 607, 417, 458, 553, 552, 80,
160, 690, 465, 246, 306, 676, 125, 203, 272, 576, 558, 242, 441, 79, 299, 426, 228,
344, 291, 147, 52, 500, 295, 495, 368, 461, 593, 357, 682, 449, 149, 258, 577, 213,
354, 493, 218, 409, 489, 375, 630, 158, 559, 194, 380, 259, 279, 32, 225, 198, 179].
News [457, 444, 363, 628, 367, 366, 254, 433, 361, 256, 358, 75, 205, 463, 631,
NLP-Based [542]. NMT [510, 315, 497, 150, 333]. Noised [324].
[129]. Novel [442, 509, 378, 523, 116, 625, 301, 447, 107, 635, 351, 647, 337].
Nucleusmax [647]. Number [72]. Nyushu [42].

Object [501]. Objective [454, 534, 325]. occurrence [134]. OCR
[456, 40, 220]. OCRing [496]. Odie [634, 622]. Offensive
[483, 596, 410]. One-Shot [410]. One-stage [596]. Online
[85, 123, 670, 601, 618, 328, 296, 193, 97, 352, 49, 133, 8]. Only [693].
Ontologies [621, 540]. Ontology [182, 614, 603, 606]. Ontology-based
[603, 606]. OOV [12, 124]. Open [92, 564, 270, 178, 673]. Open-Domain
[564, 178, 673]. Opinion [73, 139, 617, 375]. Optimisation [255].
Optimization [582, 617, 277, 534, 110, 337]. Optimizing [114]. Oracle
[343]. Order [296, 178, 394]. Order-Sensitive [178]. Ordering [513, 33].
Other [377]. Outline [208]. Output [487, 143]. Overcome [649]. Overseas
[474]. Overview [480, 633].

Pairwise [50]. Palm [242]. Parallel
[457, 371, 81, 171, 23, 63, 687, 668, 532, 184]. Parameter [582].
Parameterization [435]. Parameters [553, 335]. Paraphrase
[278, 164, 13, 105, 74, 504, 149]. Parsing [65, 227, 422, 88, 406, 136, 271, 3,
54, 169, 126, 312, 51, 414, 274, 557, 167, 161, 293, 156, 26]. Parsing-based
Part-of-Speech [634, 129, 96, 350, 453, 99, 154, 421, 165, 303, 201]. Particle
People [447]. Perception [296]. Perfection [269]. Performance [121, 500].
Persian [103, 145, 181, 656, 370, 637, 199, 313, 368]. Person [360]. Personal
[243]. Personality [570, 618]. Personalized [230]. Perspective
[139, 480, 78]. Perspectives [39, 5]. Phenomena [65]. Phishing [668].
Phone [135]. Phonetic [188]. Phonetics [180]. Phrase
[145, 93, 124, 94, 584, 64]. Phrase-Based [584]. Phrase-Boundary [94].
Polishing [644]. Poor [490, 170, 402, 336]. POS
[421, 210, 284, 353, 299, 10, 527, 649, 52, 161, 158, 112, 137, 265].
[323]. Post [360, 474, 357, 630, 478]. Post-editing [357]. Post-Editor [630].
[524, 351]. Practical [70]. Pre
[400, 566, 33, 553, 657, 676, 264, 408, 644, 426, 564, 318, 556]. Pre-Ordering
[33]. Pre-Trained [408, 400, 566, 553, 676, 644, 556]. Pre-Training
[426, 564, 318, 657, 264]. Prediction
[240, 439, 311, 621, 80, 197, 264, 373, 548, 329, 522]. Predictions [487].
[504]. Prominent [415]. Promotion [292]. Prompt [674, 626, 666].
Prompt-based [674]. Prompt-tuning [626]. Pronoun [162, 163].


313, 629, 564, 76, 664, 606, 619, 112, 179, 596, 682, 420, 590. **Supervision** [247, 202]. **Supplementary** [151]. **Supports** [478]. **Surface** [551]. **Survey** [560, 139, 227, 622, 260, 138, 379, 515, 320, 604]. **Sustainable** [268]. **SVM** [467]. **Swahili** [657, 303, 342, 580]. **switched** [300]. **Switching** [141]. **Syllable** [165, 486, 299, 528]. **Syllable-based** [165]. **Syllables** [126, 303]. **Sync** [683]. **Synchronous** [54]. **Synonymy** [373]. **Synsets** [376]. **Syntactic** [13, 94, 449, 237]. **Syntactically** [65, 191]. **Syntactically-guided** [191]. **Syntax** [148, 273, 167]. **Syntax-Based** [148]. **Synthesis** [595, 434, 340, 692, 198]. **System** [130, 139, 323, 14, 636, 233, 129, 327, 374, 391, 120, 476, 256, 334, 470, 535, 204, 79, 199, 412, 584, 352, 537, 214, 549, 602, 286, 468, 225]. **Systematic** [561, 282, 655, 653, 685]. **Systems** [655, 228, 124, 84, 115, 178].
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[56, 243, 547].

Valence [423, 263]. Valence-Arousal [423]. Variational
Verbalization [641]. Verbs [313]. Veriﬁcation [370, 6, 547]. Versatile
[106, 691, 58, 13, 484, 676, 121, 436, 98, 593, 410, 429, 683, 28, 522, 180].
Vicious [366]. Video [683]. Vietnamese
[446, 335].

wa [672]. WAD [691]. WAD-X [691]. Warm [564]. Warm-Started [564].
Wasf [182]. Wasf-Vec [182]. Wavelet [401]. Weak [539]. Weak-Region
[539]. Weakly [112]. Web [614, 58, 247, 233, 102, 471, 612, 43, 20].
Web-Based [20]. Websites [457]. WeChat [292]. Weibo [610]. Weight
[123, 439, 186, 585]. without [112]. Word
[648, 427, 182, 691, 127, 401, 314, 106, 113, 620, 229, 66, 41, 206, 383, 393,
175, 38, 100, 399, 21, 437, 177, 191, 80, 526, 600, 12, 453, 650, 169, 567, 441,
299, 193, 387, 550, 126, 320, 232, 649, 395, 152, 396, 368, 632, 303, 390, 187,
60, 82, 91, 108, 250, 489, 134, 118, 180, 682]. Word-Character [91].
Word-Emoji [600]. Word-Pair-Dependency [206]. Word-vector [232].
WordNet [240, 101, 21, 437, 438, 373, 313]. Words
[103, 113, 349, 266, 122, 526, 246, 450, 72, 152, 49, 133, 8]. Works [248].

X [691]. XLM [336]. XLM-R [336].

Yi [424].
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